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Hidden History of Asheville
Crimes against Nature reveals the hidden history behind three of the nation's first parklands: the
Adirondacks, Yellowstone, and the Grand Canyon. Focusing on conservation's impact on local inhabitants,
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Karl Jacoby traces the effect of criminalizing such traditional practices as hunting, fishing, foraging, and
timber cutting in the newly created parks. Jacoby reassesses the nature of these "crimes" and provides a rich
portrait of rural people and their relationship with the natural world in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

The Hidden History of Massachusetts
Old Lyme, Lyme and East Lyme were once one town, founded in the 1600s. Known for early innovations in
industry, government and education, these towns also share a wealth of overlooked history. Discover the
taverns where Patriots met during the Revolution, the Diving Horses at the Golden Spur Amusement Park
and the Spiritualist Camp that has held séances since 1882. Meet the smuggler captain who routinely
escaped prison to visit his wife, the Revolutionary War veteran who trailblazed the West and the abolitionist
who helped Frederick Douglass escape to freedom. Authors Jim Lampos and Michaelle Pearson weave a
fascinating tapestry of local legends, history and lore.

The Mob and the City
Toledo's history as a frontier town turned manufacturing powerhouse is well known. However, few know
that it was once home to a champion racehorse that galloped into the record books. Many are unaware that
East Toledo's verdant urban woodlands sprang from the work of just one man or that a local girl's meteoric
rise in Golden Age Hollywood saw her play alongside Groucho Marx. Fewer still have heard of Officer Dell
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Hair, crime fighter and rhyme maker who walked the beat and walked into the history books as a celebrated
cop-poet. These tales and more await as award-winning local broadcaster Lou Hebert shines a light into the
forgotten corners of Glass City history.

Hidden History of Civil War Oregon
A collection of colorful stories about some of New Hampshire’s most notable newsmakers and remarkable
historic events. Includes photos. Hidden in the cracks and crevices of the Granite State are the stories of
pioneers who pursued their passions, creating legacies along the way. Compiled by a Smithsonian researcher
and former Boston Globe contributor, this treasury includes tales of: the mountain man who became an
innkeeper the “Bird Man” who took his passion to the White House the gentleman who ascended the
highest peak in the Northeast in a steam-powered locomobile the story of one skier’s dramatic win at the
1939 “American Inferno” Mount Washington race the Shaker Meetinghouse, built in just one day, in
complete silence the gallant efforts to save the Old Man of the Mountain and much more

The Knights Templar of the Middle East
For the first time ever, a source from within reveals the shocking truth that the roots of the Knights Templar,
and thus those of Freemasonry, were actually more deeply linked to Islam than to Christianity. The Knights
Templar of the Middle East breaks new ground in this well-tilled sphere and is guaranteed to stir more fires of
controversy than any other book to date on Freemasonry and Templars. Prince Michael writes with sterling
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scholarship, making full use of his access to libraries of the secret orders of which he is a member. The book
delves deep to examine the true roots of this worldwide society, revealing both historical events from Europe
to the Middle East and the author's own deeply personal, perilous journey to research and expose this hidden
history. Going against the accepted history of the Freemason society as evolved from a remnant of Knights
Templar who settled in Scotland, The Knights Templar of the Middle East takes readers much farther back to
the true historical biblical land, based in Western Arabia rather than Palestine. The true secret of the Inner
Circle of the Order of the Templars was such that, had they revealed it, the knowledge would have rocked the
cradle of Christian and Judaic beliefs.

Hidden History of East Texas
“A great journalist” raises troubling questions about the forgotten war in this courageous, controversial
book—with a new introduction by Bruce Cumings (The Baltimore Sun). “Much about the Korean War is
still hidden, and much will long remain hidden. I believe I have succeeded in throwing new light on its
origins.” —From the author’s preface In 1945 US troops arrived in Korea for what would become
America’s longest-lasting conflict. While history books claim without equivocation that the war lasted from
1950 to 1953, those who have actually served there know better. By closely analyzing US intelligence before
June 25, 1950 (the war’s official start), and the actions of key players like John Foster Dulles, General
Douglas MacArthur, and Chiang Kai-shek, the great investigative reporter I. F. Stone demolishes the official
story of America’s “forgotten war” by shedding new light on the tangled sequence of events that led to it.
The Hidden History of the Korean War was first published in 1952—during the Korean War—and then
republished during the Vietnam War. In the 1990s, documents from the former Soviet archives became
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available, further illuminating this controversial period in history.

Hidden History of Roanoke
In 1927, Oxford University Press published the first western-language translation of a collection of Tibetan
funerary texts (the Great Liberation upon Hearing in the Bardo) under the title The Tibetan Book of the
Dead. Since that time, the work has established a powerful hold on the western popular imagination, and is
now considered a classic of spiritual literature. Over the years, The Tibetan Book of the Dead has inspired
numerous commentaries, an illustrated edition, a play, a video series, and even an opera. Translators,
scholars, and popular devotees of the book have claimed to explain its esoteric ideas and reveal its hidden
meaning. Few, however, have uttered a word about its history. Bryan J. Cuevas seeks to fill this gap in our
knowledge by offering the first comprehensive historical study of the Great Liberation upon Hearing in the
Bardo, and by grounding it firmly in the context of Tibetan history and culture. He begins by discussing the
many ways the texts have been understood (and misunderstood) by westerners, beginning with its first
editor, the Oxford-educated anthropologist Walter Y. Evans-Wentz, and continuing through the present
day. The remarkable fame of the book in the west, Cuevas argues, is strikingly disproportionate to how the
original Tibetan texts were perceived in their own country. Cuevas tells the story of how The Tibetan Book of
the Dead was compiled in Tibet, of the lives of those who preserved and transmitted it, and explores the
history of the rituals through which the life of the dead is imagined in Tibetan society. This book provides not
only a fascinating look at a popular and enduring spiritual work, but also a much-needed corrective to the
proliferation of ahistorical scholarship surrounding The Tibetan Book of the Dead.
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Hidden History of Toledo
In Exit the Colonel, Ethan Chorin, a longtime Middle East scholar and one of the first American diplomats
posted to Libya after the lifting of international sanctions, goes well beyond recent reporting on the Arab
Spring to link the Libyan uprising to a flawed reform process, egregious human rights abuses, regional
disparities, and inconsistent stories spun by Libya and the West to justify the Gaddafi regime's
"rehabilitation." Exit the Colonel is based upon extensive interviews with senior US, EU, and Libyan officials,
and with rebels and loyalists; a deep reading of local and international media; and significant on-the-ground
experience pre- and post-revolution. The book provides rare and often startling glimpses into the strategies
and machinations that brought Gaddafi in from the cold, while encouraging ordinary Libyans to "break the
barrier of fear." Chorin also assesses the possibilities and perils for Libya going forward, politically and
economically.

The Hidden History of the War on Voting
Organized labor in the 1950s -- A crisis of productivity -- The employers' offensive -- Workers take stock -Responses to state terror -- Two strikes -- Last days of Batista -- The first year of the new Cuba -Conclusion: what was the role of organized labor in the Cuban insurrection?

The Hidden History of Monopolies
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Critically acclaimed author Joe Guy serves up a stout batch of East Tennessee history in this latest collection
of articles from his popular newspaper column. From Chattanooga up to Knoxville, and every town and
holler in between, Guy recounts the absorbing and oft-forgotten history of this great region with stories of
revenuers, Overmountain Men, Confederate cavalry girls and the lost tribe of the Hiwassee, just to name a
few. Discover how easy it is to get lost in The Hidden History of East Tennessee. Book jacket.

The Hidden History of Southeast Tennessee
In today's America, only a slim majority of people register to vote, and a large percentage of registered voters
don't bother to show up: Donald Trump was elected by only 26 percent of eligible voters. Unfortunately, this
is not a bug in our system, it's a feature. Thom Hartmann unveils the strategies and tactics that conservative
elites in this country have used, from the foundation of the Electoral College to the latest voter ID laws, to
protect their interests by preventing “the wrong people”—such as the poor, women, and people of
color—from voting while making it more convenient for the wealthy and white. But he also lays out a wide
variety of simple, commonsense ways that we the people can fight back and reclaim our right to rule through
the ballot box.

Love Songs
How did one of the world’s "buzzy hotspots" (Fodor’s 2013) become one of the top ten places to avoid
(Fodor’s 2018)? Precariously positioned between China and India, Burma’s population has suffered
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dictatorship, natural disaster, and the dark legacies of colonial rule. But when decades of military dictatorship
finally ended and internationally beloved Nobel laureate Aung San Suu Kyi emerged from long years of
house arrest, hopes soared. World leaders such as Barack Obama ushered in waves of international support.
Progress seemed inevitable. As historian, former diplomat, and presidential advisor, Thant Myint-U saw the
cracks forming. In this insider’s diagnosis of a country at a breaking point, he dissects how a singularly
predatory economic system, fast-rising inequality, disintegrating state institutions, the impact of new social
media, the rise of China next door, climate change, and deep-seated feelings around race, religion, and
national identity all came together to challenge the incipient democracy. Interracial violence soared and a
horrific exodus of hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees fixed international attention. Myint-U
explains how and why this happened, and details an unsettling prognosis for the future. Burma is today a
fragile stage for nearly all the world’s problems. Are democracy and an economy that genuinely serves all its
people possible in Burma? In clear and urgent prose, Myint-U explores this question—a concern not just for
the Burmese but for the rest of the world—warning of the possible collapse of this nation of 55 million while
suggesting a fresh agenda for change.

Exit the Colonel
Renowned historical sociologist Charles Tilly wrote many years ago that "banditry, piracy, gangland rivalry,
policing, and war-making all belong on the same continuum." This volume pursues the idea by revealing
how lawbreakers and lawmakers have related to one another on the shadowy terrains of power over wide
stretches of time and space. Illicit activities and forces have been more important in state building and state
maintenance than conventional histories have acknowledged. Covering vast chronological and global terrain,
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this book traces the contested and often overlapping boundaries between these practices in such very
different polities as the pre-modern city-states of Europe, the modern nation-states of France and Japan, the
imperial power of Britain in India and North America, Africa's and Southeast Asia's postcolonial states, and
the emerging postmodern regional entity of the Mediterranean Sea. Indeed, the contemporary explosion of
transnational crime raises the question of whether or not the relationship of illicit to licit practices may be
mutating once more, leading to new political forms beyond the nation-state. --Amazon.com.

Hidden History of Chattanooga
A deconstruction of the modern history book as artifact, How to Read a History Book explains who writes
history books, how the writers are trained, and why they write them. It also discusses genre, bias (political and
otherwise) and how to read history books between the lines. Written for undergraduates, intro graduate
students and anyone with an informed interest in the subject, How to Read a History Book demonstrates
that, rather than being objects that fall from the sky, history books are actually socially-constructed artifacts
reflecting all the contradictions of modern meritocratic capitalism.

Hidden History
Amid the serenity of McMinn County, in southeast Tennessee, lies a history that has long lain hidden in old
newspaper stories, county records and the memories of McMinn's most venerable citizens. The Hidden
History of McMinn County is the first-ever collection of articles from the popular regional newspaper
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column of historian Joe Guy. Here for the first time are little-known tales from a rich heritage that few now
remember: the first railroad, the oldest depot, the last public hanging, a countywide election day revolution
and shootout that drew national attention, buildings made of bricks that still bear the handprints of slaves, a
famous mountain hermit and a court case that doomed an entire Indian nation. Sit back, explore and enjoy
the fascinating Hidden History of McMinn County.

Hidden History of Maine
Uncovers the unexplored history of the love song, from the fertility rites of ancient cultures to the sexualized
YouTube videos of the present day, and discusses such topics as censorship, the legacy of love songs, and
why it is a dominant form of modern musical expression.

Hidden History of Cleveland
Discover 400 years of New England history you won’t find in guidebooks in this collection of true stories
and colorful characters from The Pine Tree State. Maine wouldn’t be the magical place it is today without
the contributions of little-known individuals whose inspiring and adventuresome lives make up the story of
Maine's "hidden history." Journalist and Maine historian Harry Gratwick presents vividly detailed portraits of
these Mainers, from the controversial missionary Sebastien Rale to Woolwich native William Phips, whose
seafaring attacks against French Canada earned him the first governorship of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Gratwick also profiles inventors such as Robert Benjamin Lewis, an African American from Gardiner who
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patented a hair growth product in the 1830s, and Margaret Knight, a York native who defied nineteenthcentury sexism to earn the nickname "the female Edison." From soprano Lillian Nordica, who left
Farmington to become the most glamorous American opera singer of her day, to slugger George "Piano
Legs" Gore, the only Mainer to ever win a Major League Baseball batting championship, Hidden History of
Maine reveals the men and women who made history without making it into history books.

The China Mirage
This groundbreaking book takes a fresh look at the Korean War by considering the conflict from a Northeast
Asian perspective. It highlights the connections of the war to earlier conflicts and examines its human impact
on neighboring countries, It also considers the lasting consequences for the region's society and unsettled
politics today.

All the Devils Are Here
Discover the rich past and local landmarks of this uniquely American city—includes numerous photos. Too
often, we think of history as something that happens elsewhere. In reality, it surrounds us—in our
hometowns and everywhere we travel. In this book, local history preservationist Christopher Busta-Peck
unearths fascinating and forgotten aspects of Cleveland, Ohio’s past. Take a trip down East 100th Street to
the home where Jesse Owens lived when he shocked the world at the 1936 Olympics. Ascend the stairs to
Langston Hughes’s attic apartment on East 86th, where the influential writer lived alone during his
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formative sophomore and junior years of high school. From the massive Brown Hoist Building and the
Hulett ore unloaders to some of the oldest surviving structures in Cleveland, Busta-Peck, of the wildly
popular Cleveland Area History blog, has Clevelanders and visitors rediscovering the city’s compelling
past.

The Hidden History of the Balfour Declaration
Many Oregonians think of the Civil War as a faraway event or something that happens when the Ducks and
the Beavers tangle. Few know that the state raised two Union regiments or that more than ten thousand
Union and Confederate veterans made their way to Oregon after the war. In fact, the Beaver State has
impressive Civil War ties, including the battle death of Senator Edward Baker, the Long Tom Rebellion in
Eugene and famous figures like U.S. Marshal Virgil Earp. Join Civil War enthusiast Randol B. Fletcher as he
explores the tales behind the monuments and graves that dot today’s landscape and unearths the Hidden
History of Civil War Oregon.

The Hidden History of the Tibetan Book of the Dead
Since its establishment in 1849, Waco has grown from a frontier town on the Brazos River to a thriving city of
more than 125,000 residents. And in those 171 years, Waco's citizens have seen triumph, tragedy, humor,
heartbreak and infamy. Some of those stories garnered widespread attention or became established local lore,
but many more have fallen through the cracks. Catch up on the backstory of notorious figures like W.C.
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Brann, firebrand publisher of the Iconoclast. Discover how one of the longest novels published in the English
language was written by a wealthy recluse in a downtown mansion. From the artesian wells of "Geyser City"
to the tombs of Telephus Telemachus Louis Augustus Albartus "Tel" Johnson, author Eric Ames offers a
chance for a deeper appreciation of Waco's unique history.

Hidden History of Waco
"Greenwich in the seventeenth century was a lost world with tythingmen and meeting warners, wild horse
hunters, herdsmen, townsmen, pounders and planters. Faced with an ever-changing environment, citizens
set many new-world boundaries. Farmers created common fields along the coast and redesigned wilderness.
They balanced religious and civic authority, private and common interests and financial inequities across
communities. The first comers found it more challenging to please their own than it was to please their God.
Their departure from the past fashioned an idealized, yet still imperfect, new society the Puritans proudly
called the Greenwich Plantation. Author Missy Wolfe details the strategies and setbacks of creating
community in colonial America's First Period" -- Publisher's description.

Hidden History of Pittsburgh
The celebrated history of New Haven often overshadows its fascinating and forgotten past. The Elm City was
home to America's first woman dentist, an architect who designed the tallest twin towers in the world and a
medical student who used toy parts to create an artificial heart pump. A city noted as the home of one of the
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top universities in the world, New Haven is also home to the third-oldest independent school in the United
States, the first African American to receive a PhD degree and the founding of what would become the largest
Catholic fraternal benefit society in the world. The city's share of disasters includes Connecticut's worst
aviation crash, a zookeeper who was mauled to death and a fire at the Rialto Theater. Local authors Robert
and Kathleen Hubbard reveal the rich and fascinating cultural legacies of one of New England's most
treasured cities.

Indonesia's Forgotten War
When Mark Twain visited in 1884, he claimed to spy a little bit of hell in Pittsburgh's smoky appearance.
Twain's observations are among the many riveting firsthand accounts and anecdotes to be found in the
archives of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. The Great War hit home after the sinking of the Lusitania, which
carried more than a dozen Pittsburgh residents. A few years later, cheering throngs of black and white
residents lined downtown streets to welcome African American soldiers returning home from the conflict.
The Ringling Brothers Circus held its last outdoor performance here in 1956 and left eight hundred show
workers without jobs in the city. With these stories from the archives and more, veteran journalist Len
Barcousky shines a light on the hidden corners of Pittsburgh's history.

Exam Prep for: The Hidden History of East Tennessee
Contained on a single page, the Balfour Declaration was sent by Arthur Balfour, the British Foreign Secretary,
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to Lord Rothschild, a leader of the British Jewish community, in November 1917. It read, in part, “His
Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish
people.” This brief missive was to be critical in determining the history of the Middle East, from the creation
of the state of Israel in 1948 to the present day. And yet, despite its importance, the true origins of the
Declaration remain obscure. The Declaration, Sahar Huneidi observes, was a work of carefully crafted
ambiguity. It was this deliberate openness that allowed the British government, years later, to reshape its
meaning, and even the history of its drafting, to support specific foreign policy ends. This process, Huneidi
argues, was facilitated by a subsequent document: a little-known, handwritten memo by the Under-Secretary
of the Colonial Office, William Ormsby-Gore, recounting from memory discussions surrounding the
Declaration’s drafting. Employing careful detective work and a rich knowledge of the subject matter,
Huneidi reveals how, faced with a paucity of official records, Ormsby-Gore’s account became the basis for
a decision on Palestine that had devastating consequences for the stability of the region. This concise,
eloquent book provides a vivid case study of the rewriting and repurposing of history, and compellingly
recontextualizes the ongoing struggles of Israel–Palestine. Sahar Huneidi has a BA in Political Science from
the American University of Beirut, and a Ph.D. from the University of Manchester, where her thesis formed
the basis of her subsequent published work on Herbert Samuel. She has contributed numerous articles to
academic journals and has edited studies on Israel/Palestine. She has also received diploma certificates in art
history from Christie’s Education. She is the director of East & West Publishing and lives mainly in
London.

The Hidden History of Christianity in Asia
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The heritage of East Texas partakes in the same degree of unexpected turns and hidden depths as its
backroads and bayous. One line of inquiry meanders into another. Start out searching for La Salle's grave and
end up chasing Spanish gold in Upshur County. From Sam Houston's Bible to the Longview nightclub that
hosted both Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley, one tale follows another and introduces a cast of characters that
includes Candace and Peter Ellis Bean, Old Rip, Jack Lummus and Vernon Wayne Howell. Part the Pine
Curtain with Tex Midkiff for a history as heated as the La Grange Chicken Ranch's parlor and irresistible as a
batch of Golden sweet potatoes.

Indonesia's Forgotten War
The people of East Timor voted overwhelmingly in August 1999 for independence and an end to Indonesian
occupation. In this updated and much expanded edition of Indonesia's Forgotten War: The Hidden History
of East Timor (Zed Books, rev ed 1994), John Taylor tells the story of what happened following President
Suharto's overthrow. The new government conceded the right of the United Nations to organise the long
delayed referendum giving the East Timorese a choice between continued association with Indonesia or
independence. At the very moment the historic vote was being counted, armed gangs organised by the
Indonesian military plunged the island into an orgy of killing, burning and forced flight. John Taylor analyses
the world's reaction to this new genocide of the East Timorese people, the despatch of a peacekeeping force,
and the prospects of independence.

The Hidden History of East Tennessee
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The Hidden History of Burma: Race, Capitalism, and the Crisis of Democracy in the 21st
Century
"Hell is empty, and all the devils are here." -Shakespeare, The Tempest As soon as the financial crisis erupted,
the finger-pointing began. Should the blame fall on Wall Street, Main Street, or Pennsylvania Avenue? On
greedy traders, misguided regulators, sleazy subprime companies, cowardly legislators, or clueless home
buyers? According to Bethany McLean and Joe Nocera, two of America's most acclaimed business
journalists, the real answer is all of the above-and more. Many devils helped bring hell to the economy. And
the full story, in all of its complexity and detail, is like the legend of the blind men and the elephant. Almost
everyone has missed the big picture. Almost no one has put all the pieces together. All the Devils Are Here
goes back several decades to weave the hidden history of the financial crisis in a way no previous book has
done. It explores the motivations of everyone from famous CEOs, cabinet secretaries, and politicians to
anonymous lenders, borrowers, analysts, and Wall Street traders. It delves into the powerful American
mythology of homeownership. And it proves that the crisis ultimately wasn't about finance at all; it was about
human nature. Among the devils you'll meet in vivid detail: Angelo Mozilo, the CEO of Countrywide,
who dreamed of spreading homeownership to the masses, only to succumb to the peer pressure-and the
outsized profits-of the sleaziest subprime lending. Roland Arnall, a respected philanthropist and diplomat,
who made his fortune building Ameriquest, a subprime lending empire that relied on blatantly deceptive
lending practices. Hank Greenberg, who built AIG into a Rube Goldberg contraption with an undeserved
triple-A rating, and who ran it so tightly that he was the only one who knew where all the bodies were buried.
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Stan O'Neal of Merrill Lynch, aloof and suspicious, who suffered from "Goldman envy" and drove a
proud old firm into the ground by promoting cronies and pushing out his smartest lieutenants. Lloyd
Blankfein, who helped turn Goldman Sachs from a culture that famously put clients first to one that made
clients secondary to its own bottom line. Franklin Raines of Fannie Mae, who (like his predecessors)
bullied regulators into submission and let his firm drift away from its original, noble mission. Brian
Clarkson of Moody's, who aggressively pushed to increase his rating agency's market share and stock price,
at the cost of its integrity. Alan Greenspan, the legendary maestro of the Federal Reserve, who ignored the
evidence of a growing housing bubble and turned a blind eye to the lending practices that ultimately brought
down Wall Street-and inflicted enormous pain on the country. Just as McLean's The Smartest Guys in the
Room was hailed as the best Enron book on a crowded shelf, so will All the Devils Are Here be remembered
for finally making sense of the meltdown and its consequences.

The Hidden History of Crime, Corruption, and States
Hidden History of New Haven
Hidden History uniquely exposes those responsible for the First World War. It reveals how accounts of the
war’s origins have been deliberately falsified to conceal the guilt of the secret cabal of very rich and powerful
men in London responsible for the most heinous crime perpetrated on humanity. For ten years, they plotted
the destruction of Germany as the first stage of their plan to take control of the world. The assassination of
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Archduke Franz Ferdinand was no chance happening. It lit a fuse that had been carefully set through a chain
of command stretching from Sarajevo through Belgrade and St Petersburg to that cabal in London. Our
understanding of these events has been firmly trapped in a web of falsehood and duplicity carefully
constructed by the victors at Versailles in 1919 and maintained by compliant historians ever since. The
official version is fatally flawed, warped by the volume of evidence they destroyed or concealed from public
view. Hidden History poses a tantalising challenge. The authors ask only that you examine the evidence they
lay before you . . .

A Hidden History of the Cuban Revolution
Author and East Tennessee historian Joe Guy returns with another volume of hidden history, this time
unearthing tales from the Volunteer State's most distinct region--the Southeast. Join Guy as he recounts the
fascinating history of this one-of-a-kind corner of Appalachia and presents stories peppered with mountain
flavor, all supported by scholarly research and historical inquiry. With lost lore of Cherokee natives,
forgotten stories of Civil War strife, recollections of cherished regional traditions and much more, The
Hidden History of Southeast Tennessee offers a captivating collection that possesses the air of mystery
reflected in the hills and hollers from which these tales originate.

The Korean War in Asia
The milestones of Asheville's long history are well known to locals, but so many interesting stories are all but
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forgotten. Thankfully, the staff and volunteers of the North Carolina Room at Pack Memorial Library have
unearthed the best of those hidden tales. Meet daredevil aviatrix Uva Shipman and Tempie Avery, who went
from slavery to respected nurse and citizen. Learn the poignant tale behind the sad death of former mayor
Gallatin Roberts and uncover the parts of old Asheville lost to the wrecking ball. These and many more
historic episodes come to life in this collection compiled by North Carolina Room librarian Zoe Rhine.

How to Read a History Book
"Bradley is sharp and rueful, and a voice for a more seasoned, constructive vision of our international
relations with East Asia." --Christian Science Monitor James Bradley introduces us to the prominent
Americans--including FDR's grandfather, Warren Delano--who in the 1800s made their fortunes in the
China opium trade. Meanwhile, American missionaries sought a myth: noble Chinese peasants eager to
Westernize. The media propagated this mirage, and FDR believed that supporting Chiang Kai-shek would
make China America's best friend in Asia. But Chiang was on his way out and when Mao Zedong instead
came to power, Americans were shocked, wondering how we had "lost China." From the 1850s to the origins
of the Vietnam War, Bradley reveals how American misconceptions about China have distorted our policies
and led to the avoidable deaths of millions. The China Mirage dynamically explores the troubled history that
still defines U.S.-Chinese relations today.

The Hidden History of McMinn County
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The Hidden History of the Korean War, 1950–1951
Hidden History of Colonial Greenwich
“This is the most important, dynamic book on the cancers of monopoly by giant corporations written in
our generation.”—from the foreword by Ralph Nader American monopolies dominate, control, and
consume most of the energy of our entire economic system; they function the same as cancer does in a body,
and, like cancer, they weaken our systems while threatening to crash the entire body economic. American
monopolies have also seized massive political power and use it to maintain their obscene profits and CEO
salaries while crushing small competitors. But Thom Hartmann, America's #1 progressive radio host, shows
we've broken the control of behemoths like these before, and we can do it again. Hartmann takes us from the
birth of America as a revolt against monopoly (remember the Boston Tea Party?), to the largely successful
efforts of both Presidents Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt and other like-minded leaders to restrain
corporations' monopolistic urges, to the massive changes in the rules of business starting during the
“Reagan Revolution” that have brought us to the cancer stage of capitalism. He shows the damage
monopolies have done to so many industries: agriculture, healthcare, the media, and more. Individuals have
taken a hit as well: the average American family pays a $5,000 a year “monopoly tax” in the form of higher
prices for everything from pharmaceuticals to airfare to household goods and food. But Hartmann also
describes commonsense, historically rooted measures we can take—such as revitalizing antitrust regulation,
taxing great wealth, and getting money out of politics—to pry control of our country from the tentacles of
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the monopolists.

Crimes Against Nature
Describes how the Mafia came to dominate organized crime in New York City from the 1930s through the
1950s, looking at their involvement in drugs, bars, and labor unions.

Hidden History of New Hampshire
The enigmatic hills and woodlands of the Chattanooga area are a sanctuary of history, and the hometown of
author Alexandra Walker Clark. Clark has chronicled the history of her hometown for the Chattanooga
Times and the Chattanooga History Journal, and in this collection she combines some of her favorite stories
to take readers behind the scenes for a fascinating look into the unique history and culture of the region.
Absorb the city's rich ethnic diversity, travel down to the hallowed battlefields of Chickamauga and Fort
Oglethorpe and grasp the compelling legacy of the Cherokee. This and so much more lies ahead in Hidden
History of Chattanooga,

Hidden History of Old Lyme, Lyme & East Lyme
How did a Roanoke neighbor's secret upend North Carolina politics and why did a weeding scandal in Big
Lick make front-page headlines in New York? These questions and many more are answered in this exciting
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volume of hidden stories and forgotten tales from the Star City. Discover why a Roanoker was found frozen
in the North Atlantic and what Mother's Day crime and trial shocked the city in 1949. Meet the Black
Cardinals, a semipro African American baseball team that played in the 1930s and '40s, and find out how a
fistfight at Shenandoah Life helped save the company. Author Nelson Harris delves into the annals of history
to uncover these marvelous and mostly unknown stories of the Star City of the South.
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